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Abstract

LetX/S be a noetherian scheme with a coherentOX-moduleM, andTX/S be the relative tangent
sheaf acting onM. We give constructive proofs that sub-schemesY, with defining idealIY , of points
x ∈ X whereOx or Mx is “bad”, are preserved byTX/S , making certain assumptions onX/S.
Here bad means one of the following:Ox is not normal;Ox has high regularity defect;Ox does
not satisfy Serre’s condition(Rn); Ox has high complete intersection defect;Ox is not Gorenstein;
Ox does not satisfy(Tn); Ox does not satisfy(Gn); Ox is not n-Gorenstein;Mx is not free;Mx

has high Cohen–Macaulay defect;Mx does not satisfy Serre’s condition(Sn); Mx has high type.
Kodaira–Spencer kernels for syzygies are described, and we give a general form of the assertion that
M is locally free in certain cases if it can be acted upon byTX/S .
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The tangent sheaf referred to in the title is the sheaf of derivationsTX/S = HomOX
(�X/S,OX) of a noetherian schemeX/S, where�X/S is the sheaf of relative differentials.
Say that a pointx ∈ X is preserved by a derivation�x ∈ TX/S,x if �x(mx) ⊆ mx , where
mx is the maximal ideal in the local ringOx . Say that a local section� of TX/S preserves
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a subsetW of X if its germ �x preservesx whenx is minimal prime inW, and ifV is a
sub-scheme ofX with defining idealIV , then� preservesV if �x preserves the stalkIV,x
whenx is an associated prime ofV; this is equivalent to having�(IV ) ⊂ IV .
LetP(x) be a property of a pointx in X and put

P(X)= {x ∈ X |P(x)}, and

SP(X)=X\P(X).
A propertyP is “good” forX if P(X) is open and dense, so one can regardSP(X) as a defect
set, or a “singular” subset ofX.
The following examples of defect setsSPi (X) will be considered (n= 0,1,2, . . .):

(P1) {x ∈ X |Ox is normal};
(P2) (Regularity defect){x ∈ X |emb dimOx − dimOx�n};
(P3) (Serre’s condition(Rn)) {x ∈ X |Ox satisfies(Rn)};
(P4) (Complete intersection defect){�1(Ox) − (emb dimOx − dimOx)�n}, where

�1(Ox) = dimk H1(K•) andK• is the Koszul complex of a minimal basis of the
maximal idealmx ;

(P5) (Cohen–Macaulay defect){x ∈ X | dimMx − depthMx�n}, whereM is a coherent
OX-module;

(P6) (Serre’s condition(Sn)) {x ∈ X |Mx satisfies(Sn)};
(P7) (Type){x ∈ X |dimkx ExttOx (kx,Mx)<n}, wheret = depthMx ;
(P8) {x ∈ X |Ox is Gorenstein};
(P9) {x ∈ X |Ox satisfies(Tn)};
(P10) {x ∈ X |Ox satisfies(Gn)};
(P11) {x ∈ X |Ox is n-Gorenstein}.
It is of course plausible that the defect setsSP(X) are preserved byTX/S , thinking of
sections ofTX/S as infinitesimal automorphisms, and there exist several positive results.
A. Seidenberg obtained thatSP1(X) is preserved, using Hasse–Schmidt differentiations
[20], and thatSP2(X) is preserved whenn = 0 andX is of finite type over a field, using
“Zariski’s lemma”[19].Rational numbersareneeded inboth cases, since thenanyderivation
comes from a differentiation, but Seidenberg noted thatSP1(X) is always preserved by
differentiations, without the need for rational numbers. This idea of using differentiations
instead of derivations was extended by Matsumura[15, Theorem 4](see also[16, Theorem
32.2]) to get, in the casen= 0, thatSP2(X), SP4(X), SP5(X), andSP8(X) are preserved
by differentiations in quite a general situation, in any characteristic; a remaining difficulty
is of course the determination of which derivations are integrable to differentiations when
rational numbers are not available[15]. Assuming thatOS contains the rational numbers,
the preservation ofSP2(X), SP4(X), SP5(X), SP7(X) (for anyn) was obtained by Kunz
[12] in an equally general form as Seidenberg and Matsumura, extending an idea by Hart
[11] (profitting from[19,20]), who proved thatSP2(X) is preserved in the absolute case.
Using cases(5) and(7) we also get the preservation ofSP8(X) (Theorem 3.6.1), without
(explicitly) using differentiations. However, the method of Seidenberg, Hart and Kunz,
using Zariski’s lemma, and Seidenberg and Matsumura, using differentiations, do not give
the whole picture. As already explained, rational numbers are essential in the cited work,
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